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Abstract

Previously, the Arcan test rig has been used to measure bidirectional properties of polymer foams used for sandwich core materials, especially in the tensile-shear stress region [1]. In this work, a modified Arcan fixture (MAF) is used to load polymer foam specimens to obtain  their tensile, compressive and shear properties. The MAF enables the realization of unidirectional tensile, compressive and shear loading states, as well as high compression or tension to shear ratio bidirectional loading conditions. The MAF is attached to a standard universal test machine using specially designed grips that do not constrain the specimen either in-plane or out-of-plane and hence eliminate any paristic effects due to test machine misalignment. The focus of this paper is to compare and validate the accuracy of the material properties measured using the proposed MAF, by comparing with results obtained using other well known test methods used for the characterization of polymer foam materials.

The load was applied to test specimens via the MAF which was configured so that either uniaxial, shear or biaxial loading regimes were developed. 3D digital image correlation (DIC) was used to measure the specimen displacements. To facilitate the DIC, a thin layer of zinc oxide powder was applied to the test specimen surface and then black paint speckle pattern was sprayed on the surface. The surface strain values obtained from the (DIC) were used to determine the Young´s and shear moduli from the uniaxial and shear loading configurations [2]. Furthermore, the full nonlinear stress-strain behaviour up to failure is characterised in axial and shear configurations. The tests were carried out on H100 and H200 PVC foams from DIAB [3], and include comparison of the tensile properties in the principal material directions [4] using short dogbone (SD) and MAF with butterfly shaped (BS) test specimens. Examples of the recorded strain maps are shown in Fig. 1 (a-b). In addition, the core shear properties obtained using the MAF setup (BS specimen) are compared to measurements obtained using the standard ASTM lap shear test (LS) [5]. Examples of strain maps are shown in Fig. 2 (a-b). 

Depending on the size of the DIC gauge zone, the strain maps display a certain amount of non-uniformity. To compensate for this nonlinear 3D finite element analyses (FEA) are used to estimate a set of 3D correction factors to account for the non-uniformity of the strain field in the DIC gauge section/area encountered for the different loading scenarios. The corrected strain values are then used to derive the appropriate material properties of the tested core materials. When the MAF (BS) measurements are modified using the derived stress correction factors, a good correlation is found between the MAF (BS) measurements and the results of the SD and LS tests.






Figure 1: Axial tensile percentage strain (εyy) maps (a): short dogbone (SD) test; (b): butterfly-shape (BS) axial test using MAF.




Figure 2: Shear strain (εxy) maps (a): ASTM lap shear (LS) test; (b): MAF shear test of a BS specimen.
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